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Canada reintroduces random Covid testing for arrivalsCanada reintroduces random Covid testing for arrivals
Canada has resumed its mandatory arrival testing for fully vaccinated air
travellers. The testing programme at Vancouver, Calgary, Montreal and
Toronto will now take place outside of airports to reduce congestion in the
terminals. This must be completed by the end of the next calendar day after arriving into
Canada, either by an in-person appointment at select testing provider locations and
pharmacies or via virtual appointment for a self-swab test. Travellers are not required to
quarantine while awaiting the test result.

KLM to cancel up to 20 European flights daily until end of AugustKLM to cancel up to 20 European flights daily until end of August
The carrier said that “Work pressure at the airport is currently relentless as Amsterdam
Schiphol and KLM are both faced with staff shortages”

Heathrow Express is launching a Business First Fast Track service.Heathrow Express is launching a Business First Fast Track service.
Passengers who purchase a Business First ticket will be able to use
the priority lane for security at Heathrow airport, enabling them to

skip the normal queues. This does not come at an extra cost to passengers, with tickets
priced at £32 for an anytime day single and £55 for an anytime day return. Business First
passengers also benefit from extra legroom and a worktable.

Travel news as a glanceTravel news as a glance

Gatwick reveals 10,000 hand luggage items are rejected daily by security scanners
KLM launches rail-air with Thalys
Frankfurt airport to cap flight numbers
Air Canada & Emirates planning Codeshare
Virgin Atlantic unveils new Upper Class Suite
Doncaster airport’s future in doubt
Stansted completes international departure lounge upgrade
Emirates adds second daily flight between Dubai and Tel-Aviv     
Loganair's brand new route Aberdeen to Oslo will commence from 5th September
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